The Earth Is Responding!
I remember seeing the play called “HAIR”.
And I remember them saying “that this is the first
day of the rest of your life”. “This is the dawning
of the age of Aquarius”. Well, this is very true
today and we all should take note. The blacks, the
reds, the browns, the whites and the yellows.
Wow, what a spectrum we have to work with!
When we look today at how much has changed in a very short period of time, then
we begin to realize how fragile our lives are here on the planet; where we deny
that we are affecting the climate, hunger, poor nutrition, and poisoning the soils
and water! What are we or were we thinking as a whole? Can we rely on
governments to work on these issues? No, we must rely on ourselves and others on
an individual level to respond.
Are the plants, animals, minerals, weather and water, effected by the corona virus?
No, they are carrying on as usual; growing great crops, flourishing in the forests
and falling down hillsides in water falls!
Relax ~ the rivers are running, the rain is falling, the waves breaking, the trees
growing and swaying as people all over the planet are masking up! Let’s get the
message that the Earth is very much alive and is responding to what we are doing
to Her. When we get the message, then the virus will let go, so LET’S GET IT. We
must also note that there are countless viruses that the human could get from
Nature to get our attention, not just a corona.
I must ask, Was it so bad to have to stay home and get to know our families
together? Is it so bad that the air over L.A. has decreased its smog levels? Is it so
bad that the canals in Venice are clear? Yeah, there is a silver lining and when we
look at the good instead of the bad, then we can initiate change in the right
direction. We are not bad as humans; we have just been hypnotized by the very
few to consume, destroy and numb ourselves. I don't believe that is was
intentional, however it is something we have to deal with. What happens when you
have billions of dollars? Money is no longer an issue, it becomes a game of power,
much like a chess game...
Could we suggest that anyone’s country or secretary, etc. who wants to war, sit
down at a chess table and see who wins their way!
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